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The pair was mostly driven by
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pressures might prompt a quicker
unwinding of bond purchases
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EUR
The markets have been pricing
in the possibility for an eventual
Fed rate hike in May 2022

GBP

.

Pair managed to rallied above from
it’s low after US consumer data
missed expectation and ended the
week on a higher note.

JPY
, The BOJ might increase its
credit market purchases and the
government will present yet
another supplemental spending
budget.
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It’s a quiet week ahead on India’s economic calendar ahead with no material data releases scheduled. Focus will remain on the
RBI, rising covid cases, crude prices and the fed. The US markets will be closed on Monday on account of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day. The US will not publish any material stats, although the macroeconomic calendar includes the usual weekly unemployment
data and some housing-related figures. Next week, we expect slightly weakened housing numbers of 1.670 million-unit pace.
Despite the softening from the last print, this final data point of 2021 indicates a strong end to 2021, as demand has remained
strong. That said, the pace of housing starts has been hampered by an uphill battle against material and labor shortages lately,
which has translated into higher input costs and extended project deadlines. We expect next week's data to show sales of
existing homes rose slightly to a 6.49 million-unit pace in December
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USDINR seems to finally turnaround after bottoming out around the 73.75 – 73.80 region. The pair bounced back after
from it its previous support region. It ended the week at 74.15 after hitting a weekly high of 74.21. There is still a visible
down gap in this pair – 75.82 (20 Dec’21) to 75.745 (21 Dec’21), we have seen an umpteen number of price gap closing
instances in the USDINR daily charts. Momentum indicators seem to reversing from the oversold extremes on the daily
chart while the weekly chart has formed a perfect hammer formation indicating a reversal of this current downtrend. We
hope importers have adequately hedged their position below the 74 mark as the pair might start weakening. Exporters
can target 74.60+ levels to restart hedging.
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Finally, EUR/USD shined from its over-a-month inactivity, rising to 1.1485 and ended the week 0.5% higher, US dollar
downfall during this week helped the pair to gain some handful pips amid disappointed US CPI rise released in the middle of
week. Rising Covid cases in whole world might hamper the pair upward trend in the upcoming weeks. On the event side it’s
a quite busy week ahead for the pair. Week starts with yearly CPI - A higher than expected reading should be taken as
positive for the EUR followed by MoM CPI. Middle of the week German ZEW Economic Sentiment is set to release which is
expected to come slightly higher than the previous release. Events of Eurozone ends with German PPI is to be release on
Thursday.
The EURUSD pair ended the week 0.5% higher. Pair remained in a upper trend most of the time in last week and able to
close above $1.14. Looking at the chart $1.15 is not too far breaking of these levels might open doors for good upside move
for the pair but 100 days SMA lies around 1.1340 – 45. On 4 hourly chart MACD giving bearish signals while RSI is trading
neutral zone.
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GBP/USD was up by 0.6% this week. Pair pushed down from the US interest rate hike optimism initially but “Thanks to US
CPI rise disappoints “which helped the pair to hit a 11-week high against dollar in this week. Investors sees a interest rate
rise in February from Bank of England & see limited risks linked to Prime Minister Boris Johnson's party scandal which
might help the sterling to strengthen further in the upcoming weeks. On the event side it’s busy week for the pair. Week
starts with claimant count change of December month. In the middle yearly CPI is set to release of UK - A higher than
expected reading should be taken as positive for the pair, while a lower than expected reading should be taken as
negative followed by BOE Gov Bailey speaks - Bailey has more impact over pound’s value than any other person. Week
ends with Dec. month Retail sales data.
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The GBPUSD pair ended the week 0.6% higher. Pair remained in a bullish trend most of the time in last week and able to
close near psychological level of $1.37. Pair is trading in upper trend it might take a resistance of 1.3775-80 while trend
line support lies around 1.3590 - 95. Breaking of these levels can push back the pair towards 1.3535 levels where it can
get a support as SMA of 100 days lies there. On 4 hourly chart MACD giving bearish signals while RSI is trading neutral
zone.
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In the upcoming week, the Bank of Japan meeting is scheduled on Tuesday it’s likely to produce no material policy
changes. If the bank unveils a new economic support package, it is expected to have a muted impact on the market.
National CPI for December is might not alter the BOJ’s view of inflation. Key data releases for the US include Existing
Home Sales, Building Permits and Housing Starts for December, these too are expected to have a muted market
impact. If US Treasury rates stay below 2.0% and risk-on market sentiment continues with its negative implications for
the US dollar, the USD/JPY will start recovering.
The dollar has lost its value fairly quick against the Japanese yen as it broke through the ¥115 handle and the
¥113.50. The weekly candlestick is very pessimistic for the dollar as it has effectively wiped out past 3 weeks of gains.
We should be on the lookout for signs of exhaustion in the pair once it successfully breaks below the ¥112.50 level as
then it might fall even further towards ¥110 and even lower. Usually after candlestick formations such as this one we
get there is a follow through, until we a sign of support something similar to a hammer, it would be akin trying to
catching a falling knife. We can expect that happening around the ¥112.50 handle but if it doesn’t, we might go much
lower.

BLOG
Any transaction in the foreign exchange market is subjected to the highly volatile forex rates, thereby necessitating the utilization of effective risk hedging
strategies to safeguard against potential losses. Any shifts in the dynamics of supply and demand, global financial turmoil, unprecedented political
situations, etc. are all influencing factors that can bring dramatic swings in the foreign exchange rates, jeopardizing the profitability of corporates. Thus, the
importance of foreign exchange risk management is highlighted and it becomes imperative to implement certain systemic hedging techniques to manage
the impact of forex volatility.
An appropriate hedging method along with an understanding of what needs to be hedged and why it needs to be hedged are paramount to formulate an
effective forex hedging strategy.
A prudent foreign exchange risk management policy is driven by corporate objectives, policy and strategy, and is empowered by the right forex risk
management processes. The leading corporate objectives can include :-

Protecting assets and liabilities from forex rate movements.
To minimize adverse effects of forex volatility on earnings and cash flows.
To safeguard the position towards competitors and achieve value maximization by active forex risk management.
To limit translation risk by means of a suitable risk hedging instrument.
The design and implementation of an effective risk management strategy can be time-consuming and challenging. However, with increasing forex market
volatility, it has become a need of the hour to safeguard an organization's bottom line and undertake other international activities that might be impossible
in the absence of a prudent hedging strategy.
Key points to consider for forex hedging policy
Objective of the hedge – what is the primary motive of hedging the currency? Margin protection or improving profitability or minimizing risk?
Hedging transactions – what types of exposures can be hedged - confirmed exposures only or based on past performance as well? Hedge for actual
maturity dates or forecasted dates too?
Strategy – what strategy is to be followed in implementing the hedge – a strategic hedge, back to back hedge, natural hedge, etc.
Tools and quantum – risk hedging instruments to be used to execute the hedge - simple forwards/futures and/or vanilla/structured options. Which
instruments for actual or anticipated exposures, what hedge percentages to be maintained across various maturities, etc.
Review – making a policy may be beneficial for a period of time but with ever changing market behavior, and interlinked economies, one needs to regularly
review the existing policy to monitor and implement changes required to keep the policy evolving and relevant.
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